Online competition in parachute accuracy landing for RC-skydivers:

In order to allow as many RC-skydivers as possible to participate, the competition will be held between
02 and 12 December 2021.

Procedure:

A total of 4 rounds plus one optional joker round are executed.

You can redo one round in the competition if you think you could have achieved a better jump in that
round. This joker round can only be used once in the competition.

4 jumps are included in your rating. Use the link "Wertungszettel" to enter your results of rounds 1 - 4.
Before the first round or jump, mark a target on your flight field for the RC-skydiver.

Measure the distance from the target to the point where your RC-skydiver's feet touched the ground
for the first time.

Repeat this for four rounds. Decide for every round if you want to keep the result, or try again as your
joker round. Once you decide to use the joker round you are not allowed to discard future results.

If the distance is between 0 and 500 cm, the value is recorded with the measured distance in cm ("x.
Sprung (Weitenmessung) *"). If the distance to the target point is more than 500 cm, it is uniformly
rated at 700 cm. Enter the number 700 on the scoring sheet for this jump.

The distance between the jump pilot and the marked landing point or target point must be at least 500
cm.
The only scoring criterion is the measured distance between the target and the actual landing point of
the RC-skydiver. The results of the 4 runs are then added, and the participant with the lowest total
sum will win this world wide online competition.

Each participant may only take part once in the competition advertised for the period 20-30 May 2021
Jump results can be turned in until 12 December 2021 at 9:00 p.m. UTC under the link
“Wertungszettel”.

